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3 Rules
1. All kids want to be successful.
2. Behavior is our most basic communication 

tool. Think about what a student’s behavior is 
telling you and what your behavior is telling 
them. 

3. Behavior skills can be taught just like 
academic skills. 



All kids want to be successful
- We must start here. If we believe anything 

less, the problem becomes insurmountable
- Consider the phrase “He has so much 

potential, but just doesn’t want to do the 
work.”

- Making someone “want to do something” 
can be an insurmountable task

- On the other hand, if all children want to be 
successful, there must be a skill they don’t 
yet have that keeps them from being 
successful.



Humans communicate through behaviors
- Consider babies…. how do they 

communicate with us?
- Behaviors have always been our most 

basic way to communicate. 
- We do not put babies in time out because 

they cannot “use their words” to tell us 
what is wrong. 

- We try to figure out what’s wrong by 
looking for clues. 

- Kids’ behaviors are different, but we can 
approach their behaviors in a similar way. 



Know what clues to look for.
Behavior generally serves one or more of 
these functions (reasons for the behavior):

● Escape
● Attention
● Receive a tangible object
● Self-stimulation

There are two different types of behaviors to 
get what you want in any given situation:

● Adaptive - Socially acceptable
● Maladaptive - Socially unacceptable - 

these are the behaviors we generally want 
to change in our students.  

If you want to know the function of a behavior, you 
need to document, document, document.

If a student is using a maladaptive 
behavior to get what they need, we need 
to think about how to give them what they 

need adaptively.



How to determine the function of the behavior:
There are a variety of forms 
that can help determine the 
function of a behavior:

ABC Observational Form - 
Antecedent Behavior 

Consequence

or

Funtional Behavior 
Assessment



Once the function 
and antecedents 
are determined - 
we can develop a 
pathway to teach 
new behaviors.



3 steps for teaching behavior 
skills

1. Assess which skills are 
lacking

Assessment of Lagging Skills 
and Unsolved Problems 

(ALSUP)

- Ross Greene Lost at 
School



2 Categories in the ALSUP
Lagging Skills

1. Difficulty handling transitions
2. Difficulty maintaining focus
3. Difficulty managing emotional 

response to a situation
4. Difficulty empathizing with others
5. Difficulty understanding how their 

actions affect others

Unsolved Problems

1. Difficulty in moving from choice 
time to math time.

2. Difficulty raising hand in social 
studies class

3. Difficulty getting along with 
Johnny on the school bus. 

4. Difficulty getting started on 
school work in reading class. 



3 steps for teaching behavior skills
2. Involve the student

● “I’ve noticed you get really mad during science class, want 
to tell me why?

● No matter what the student says, their concerns are real 
concerns. Validate this. 

● Have the student help to develop strategies - it will help 
them to work long term

● If the strategies don’t work the first time, you can always 
come back to the drawing board. 



3 Steps for Teaching 
Behavior Skills

3. Explicitly teach adaptive behaviors.

“When you are feeling upset you can 
give yourself a squeeze, nice and 
slow, take a deep breath, and let it 
go.”

- Daniel Tiger 



Positive Rewards
For students with maladaptive 
behaviors, we need to make sure we 
let them know when they are doing 
adaptive behaviors

1. Reward charts
2. Use of positive praise 

a. (some kids need to hear 100s of times a 
day what they are doing right.)

3. Narrating the positive



DPI resources

Emotional regulation plan



DPI resources
Blueprints for success



Additional Resources
● Lost At School: Why Our Kids with Behavioral Challenges are Falling Through 

the Cracks and How We Can Help Them. - Ross Greene
● What Do I Do When…? How to Achieve Discipline with Dignity in the 

Classroom. - Allen N. Mendler
● Transforming the Difficult Child: A Nurtured Heart Approach - Howard Glasser
● Wisconsin DPI emotional regulation plans: 

https://dpi.wi.gov/sspw/mental-health/framework/intensive-practices/regulation
-plans

● Wisconsin DPI blueprints for success: 
https://dpi.wi.gov/sped/program/emotional-behavioral-disability

● www.pbisworld.com - website with lots of intervention resources

https://dpi.wi.gov/sspw/mental-health/framework/intensive-practices/regulation-plans
https://dpi.wi.gov/sspw/mental-health/framework/intensive-practices/regulation-plans
https://dpi.wi.gov/sped/program/emotional-behavioral-disability
http://www.pbisworld.com
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